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Diagnosing the High Cost of Healthcare
Executive Summary

California spends billions of health care dollars on unnecessary treatments and services, administrative waste, and overpriced, sometimes harmful, medications. By finding ways to cut waste in its health care system and to reform an incentive structure that encourages overspending, California can reduce the burden that health care costs impose on our economy.

The high cost of health care in California imposes an increasing burden on households, businesses, government, and the state's economy.

- In 2004, insurance companies, the state and federal government, individuals and other payers spent $167 billion on health care in California, equal to 11 percent of the state's gross domestic product.

- Health care spending rose 56 percent from 2000 to 2006, versus an inflation rate of just 18 percent and wage increases of 20 percent, forcing employers to choose between reducing benefits, limiting wage increases, and hiring fewer employees.

Researchers, pundits and health care professionals have suggested possible causes for rising health care costs, from the cost of caring for an aging population to the price of malpractice insurance. These factors play a very small role in the cost of health care, and addressing them would not substantially change the price of care. Nor would imposing "cost containment" or rationing of care be an acceptable solution. Rather, it requires reducing health care spending that fails to improve patient health.

This report focuses on three major categories of unproductive spending: overuse of invasive treatments, intensive services, and hospitalization; excessive administrative costs; and prescription drug marketing that encourages the use of more drugs, more expensive drugs, and drugs with a less established record of safety.

Oversupply of Medical Resources Results in Ineffective, Costly Treatment
A major cause of high health care costs is treatment that does not result in better outcomes for patients. No matter who pays for this care, it does not help patients live better or longer, and thereby drives
up health care costs without providing any corresponding benefit. In some parts of the state, patients are, on average, hospitalized too often and for too long, leading to unnecessary tests, procedures and specialist visits.

- Unnecessary care does not result in better health: patients who live in regions with above-average spending are not any healthier as a result and are less satisfied with the care they receive.

- Ineffective, costly care is driven, in part, by Medicare and private insurance payment policies that encourage doctors to order more tests and procedures. The greater availability of specialists and hospital beds also leads doctors to send patients to specialists or to the hospital more frequently than provides any value for patient health.

Per-patient spending on health care in some regions of California is far higher than elsewhere, but this extra spending leads to no improvement in patient health or satisfaction. Eliminating these excess costs just for Medicare patients would save at least $700 million annually. Improving care for other patients with chronic illness would yield much greater savings.

- Medicare patients in their last two years of life who lived in Los Angeles from 1999 to 2003 had 2.3 times more visits to specialists than did comparable patients in Sacramento. They also spent twice as many days in intensive care and were hospitalized 1.6 times longer. Discrepancies exist in other areas of the state as well.

- Despite the fact that Los Angeles has a greater number of specialists and hospital beds per capita than most regions of the state, from 1999 to 2003, hospitals in Los Angeles were less likely to provide proper care for patients suffering from heart disease, congestive heart failure, or pneumonia than were hospitals in the far less expensive Sacramento region. Los Angeles-region hospitals also ranked lower on patient satisfaction surveys.

- Were Medicare patients in Los Angeles and other high-spending regions to receive the same amount of care as patients in Sacramento, health care spending would decline by at least $700 million annually. Eliminating unnecessary care would cut spending despite the higher cost per unit of care in Los Angeles.

**Excessive Administrative Expenses Drive Up Costs**

Many administrative costs within California’s health care system are the result of efforts to shift costs from one payer to another—from the insurance company to a hospital, or from a physician to a patient. This paperwork increases total costs without improving outcomes for patients.

- Complex billing and insurance requirements raise administrative costs. For example, the process by which physicians have to demonstrate to insurance companies and others that they are capable of providing high-quality care is time intensive and duplicative. On average, physicians submit 17 credentialing applications annually to insurance companies, hospitals, and other health care facilities. Completing each application requires nearly 90 minutes of staff time.

- Researchers have estimated that billing and insurance-related activities consume at least 5 percent of health care dollars in California, or more
than $9 billion annually. This estimate excludes costs related to oversight and management that directly improve patient care.

**Prescription Drug Marketing**

Californians spend millions of dollars annually on prescription drugs that are no better than cheaper alternatives or that may have dangerous or unrecognized side-effects. Heavy marketing to consumers and to physicians by pharmaceutical companies is a key reason that these lucrative, if not always beneficial drugs, get prescribed.

- Drug advertising generally encourages the use of newer, more expensive medications, even if they are no more effective than existing ones, because new drugs are under patent protection and produce strong profits for pharmaceutical companies. The side effects of new drugs are less well understood and therefore patients who take them are exposed to greater risk.

- For example, Merck heavily promoted Vioxx as a superior alternative to other anti-inflammatory medications, despite a lack of evidence that it was more effective. Roughly 25 million Americans took Vioxx, bringing huge profits to Merck, before it was discovered that Vioxx causes heart attacks and may have killed 50,000 Americans.

Pharmaceutical companies increased prescription drug advertising by more than 80 percent from 1997 to 2005. Their marketing includes direct-to-consumer ads and myriad outreach efforts to physicians, such as meeting with doctors and paying for meals. The pharmaceutical industry spends an estimated $2.5 billion on prescription drug advertising in California each year. In response, physicians prescribe and consumers purchase billions of dollars of potentially risky and unnecessary medicine each year.

- After seeing direct-to-consumer ads, patients ask their physicians for prescriptions, and doctors comply. An estimated 2 to 7 percent of consumers who see drug ads eventually get a prescription for the advertised drug.

- Direct marketing to physicians, which often includes misleading information, boosts the total number of prescriptions and increases the number of prescriptions for newer and more expensive drugs that are no better than old ones.

Any health care reform plan must address the high cost of health care in order to ensure that health care is affordable. Some of these reforms could happen fairly quickly; others will take years. But it is critical that we reform the elements of our health care system that promote spending that does not deliver results. Besides limiting costs, these changes will help, not hinder, doctors as they work to deliver the best care to their patients. The billions of wasted dollars currently spent by California’s health care system suggest that we can bring down the cost of health care, while at the same time ensuring high-quality care and allowing more Californians to have access to care.
When policy-makers talk about cutting health care costs, Californians get nervous.

Californians understand that health care costs are on the rise—consuming an increasing share of the state’s resources and undermining the financial health of businesses, individuals and government. Getting health care costs under control is essential to meeting the goal of making quality health care affordable for all Californians.

But for many consumers, health care “cost containment” has become synonymous with efforts to deny coverage for necessary but expensive treatments, or to force consumers to shoulder a greater share of health care costs. Consumers have legitimate concerns that reining in health care costs will result in the rationing of care—preventing them from getting the treatment they need when they need it.

Even a cursory review of California’s health care system, however, reveals instances in which large sums of money are expended, but cause little or no positive impact on health. Medical errors, excessive hospital stays, unnecessary procedures, and uncoordinated care all drive up the cost of health care without providing any benefit to patients—and often subject them to new dangers. Billions more dollars are lost in complex and redundant “red tape” that frustrates doctors and consumers alike. And excessive use of new and expensive prescription drugs—driven by pharmaceutical industry marketing practices directed at physicians and consumers—drives up spending even further, often while providing minimal benefit or exposing consumers to drugs whose safety has not been sufficiently well established.

This paper identifies billions of dollars in overspending that could be eradicated from California’s health care system without negatively affecting the quality of health care Californians receive. Indeed, by providing care that is better coordinated and more efficient, and that incorporates patients in the process of informed decision-making, California could cut costs while actually improving the quality of the state’s health care system.

There are no simple solutions to what ails California’s health care system, and some of the problems identified in this report will require years to solve. But this report identifies an opportunity for
California—an opportunity to reduce the burden of rising health care costs on the state. Our intention is for this report to spark a conversation among policy-makers, physicians, the health care industry and ordinary Californians about how to reform the state's health care system in ways that not only cut costs, but that also provide the high-quality health care Californians deserve.
The United States spent more than $7,000 on health care per person in 2006. That is approximately one-quarter more per capita than the next highest-spending country, and approximately twice as much as nations such as Canada, Australia, Sweden and the United Kingdom. High health care costs are a burden on businesses, individuals and government, and don’t buy the quality of care that they ought to.

The rising cost of health care places a growing burden on employers who provide insurance to their employees. In 2005, health insurance accounted for more than 10 percent of payroll costs in half of small businesses. Employers compensate for higher health care costs by reducing benefits, limiting wage increases, or hiring fewer employees. As a result, rising health care costs act as a drag on the economy and affect everyone.

Further, employees who get their coverage on the job are being asked to contribute an increasing share of the cost. Unmanageable health costs also can devastate a family: overwhelming health care bills cause an estimated 17 percent of personal bankruptcies in the United States.

Health care costs strain government budgets. In 2000, 17 percent of federal revenues were spent on health care, compared to 28 percent in 2006. The average state spent 20 percent of its revenue on health care in 2000, compared to 24 percent in 2006.

Total spending on health care in California reached $167 billion—or 11 percent of the state’s gross domestic product—in 2004. Per capita health care spending in California is 12 percent below the national average, but still well above levels in other countries.

In 2004, hospital care was the biggest component in health care spending in the state ($58.2 billion), followed by physician and clinical services ($49.9 billion). Prescription drug costs were third ($17.2 billion), followed by dental services ($11.7 billion) and nursing home care ($8.4 billion). All categories of health care spending are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. 2004 Health Care Spending by Category in California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expense</th>
<th>Billions</th>
<th>Percentage of Health Care Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospital Care</td>
<td>$58.2</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician and Clinical Services</td>
<td>$49.9</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescription Drugs</td>
<td>$17.2</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Services</td>
<td>$11.7</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing Home Care</td>
<td>$8.4</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Professional Services</td>
<td>$6.2</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Health Care</td>
<td>$5.5</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Personal Health Care</td>
<td>$3.9</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not only does the United States spend an enormous amount of resources on health care, but the rate of growth in health care spending is greater than inflation or wage growth. Nationally, inflation rose 18 percent from 2000 to 2006, while wages rose 20 percent. In contrast, health care spending grew by 56 percent. The rise in health care costs is projected to continue. The federal government predicts that national health care spending will increase from $2.1 trillion in 2006 to more than $4.1 trillion in 2016. That is an increase from 16 percent of gross domestic product to 19.6 percent of gross domestic product.

Table 2 shows the increase in different types of health care expenses in California from 2000 to 2004, revealing significant increases in nearly every category.

Table 2. Percentage Increase in Different Types of Health Expenses from 2000 to 2004 in California (millions of 2004 dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expense</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>Increase from 2000 to 2004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home Health Care</td>
<td>$3.4</td>
<td>$5.5</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescription Drugs</td>
<td>$11.6</td>
<td>$17.2</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Personal Health Care</td>
<td>$2.7</td>
<td>$3.9</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital Care</td>
<td>$46.4</td>
<td>$58.2</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Professional Services</td>
<td>$5.0</td>
<td>$6.2</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician and Clinical Services</td>
<td>$41.2</td>
<td>$49.9</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Services</td>
<td>$10.1</td>
<td>$11.7</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durable Medical Products</td>
<td>$2.3</td>
<td>$2.6</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
High Spending Is Failing to Deliver Quality Care

All this spending does not deliver the quality of health care that it should, as the United States trails in many indicators of health and well-being. America ranks 44th in the world in average life expectancy and 41st in the world in infant mortality. The United States fares poorly on measures such as babies’ birth-weight and is only average in the percentage of children who receive immunizations. Age-adjusted mortality from several chronic diseases is worse in the United States than in Canada, France, Germany, Greece, Japan and Britain because care of those with chronic diseases falls short. For example, nationwide, less than half of diabetics receive three basic tests for diabetes that provide an assessment of how well the disease is being controlled and offer early warning of possible complications.

The performance of California’s health care system is average compared to other states, though the state does slightly better than average in providing care for chronic conditions and worse in providing preventive care and treating acute conditions.

Researchers at Dartmouth’s Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice estimate that as much as one-third of health care spending in the United States does not improve patient health. In California, that equals as much as $55 billion each year, or $10 billion more than the state spends on K-12 education annually.

Researchers, pundits and health care professionals have identified a lengthy list of possible causes for rising health care costs:

Who Pays for Health Care?

The economic impact of costly health care is felt by individuals, employers, and government. Nationally, private health insurance plans pay for the largest share of health care costs, followed closely by the federal government. State governments and consumers pay much smaller but nearly equal amounts. See Figure 1.

Figure 1. Source of Funds for Health Care Spending in 2006, Nationally

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Funds</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private Health Insurers</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Out-of-Pocket Payments</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Government</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Government</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Private Funds</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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costs, including an aging population that requires more care, new technologies and drugs that improve health but are expensive, medical malpractice insurance that raises costs and causes doctors to practice costly defensive medicine, use of emergency rooms instead of visits to the doctor, and low fees for consumers that cause them to demand too much health care (see the text box on “Myths of Rising Health Care Costs” for a discussion of the impact of each of these factors).

This report focuses on three areas in which California can realize significant savings. First, an oversupply of medical infrastructure and resources in some parts of the state results in ineffective, unnecessary treatment that inflates costs. Next, excessive administrative costs, such as billing and credentialing expenses, drive up the price of health care without providing any benefit to patients. Finally, marketing of prescription drugs to consumers and to doctors leads to overprescribing of the newest, most expensive, least-tested medicines.

Myths of Rising Health Care Costs

Rising health care costs have been attributed to many different factors, often mistakenly. Some of the most common are addressed below.

Aging population. The argument: As the U.S. population ages, Americans require more health care, on average, to maintain their health. In reality: While older patients do indeed require more care, data from the federal government on why costs for Medicaid and Medicare (which serves older Americans) are rising shows that the aging population is only a small factor in the rising cost of health care.20 (See Figure 2.)

Figure 2. Effect of an Aging Population Versus Other Factors in Projected Federal Spending on Medicare and Medicaid (Percentage of GDP)21
Malpractice insurance. The argument: The cost of malpractice insurance has been rising rapidly, driving up health care costs as doctors charge more to cover the cost of insurance and practice “defensive medicine” to avoid lawsuits. In reality: Rates have been on the rise, but, as of 2002, malpractice insurance amounted to less than 2 percent of U.S. health care spending. Furthermore, one study of malpractice awards suggests that claims have been steady for years and are not a major cause of increases in malpractice insurance premiums. Thus, changes in malpractice insurance costs play a relatively small role in overall health care costs. The Congressional Budget Office also studied the extent to which doctors practice defensive medicine and concluded that defensive medicine has only a small effect on health care costs.

Emergency room use. The argument: Patients seek non-emergency care in the emergency room, raising costs. In reality: Per-capita visits to emergency rooms are increasing, but it is not clear how much this raises costs. The National Academy of Sciences’ Institute of Medicine (IOM) evaluated the cost of treating patients suffering from non-urgent conditions in emergency rooms and concluded that it “may be less cost-effective than care provided in other settings” but could not be certain. The reason is that hospitals keep emergency rooms staffed and equipped at all times. Having non-urgent patients use the emergency room has a very low marginal cost, at least during times of low demand. The care that patients receive in emergency rooms may, however, be of lower quality and clearly results in worse continuity of care.

Consumers pay for too little of their own care. The argument: Consumers pay for such a small amount of their health care that they demand too much of it, thus raising costs for insurers. In reality: Research is not clear on the impact of requiring consumers to pay for a larger share of their health care. Economic modeling of health care plans with high deductibles suggests they may reduce overall health care spending by 4 to 15 percent. However, such plans achieve savings in part because patients avoid both necessary and unnecessary care in equal measure. Thus, the long-term impacts on health care costs are unknown. Also, the finding that cost-sharing can save costs without harming patient health is based on a study conducted in the 1970s in which participants who faced large medical bills likely dropped out of the study before incurring those costs.

New drugs and better technology. The argument: Health care costs are rising because we’re spending more money on research and development of new technologies and drugs. These higher costs are acceptable because they make us healthier. In reality: Improvements in technology definitely can improve health, but spending on new drugs and technologies is imperfectly correlated to better health. For example, the breast cancer drug Herceptin offers a powerful treatment for women whose tumors include a particular genetic mutation. For women without that gene, which physicians can reliably test for, the drug offers nothing. Nonetheless, approximately 12 to 20 percent of Herceptin prescriptions are for women who clearly will not benefit from it.
“If You Build it, They Will Come”: Supply-Driven Demand

Since the 1960s, researchers have recognized that increasing the supply of hospital beds means that more people will be hospitalized.\textsuperscript{30} If more hospital beds are available in a community, then per capita rates of hospitalization will rise—though patients in that community are no sicker than elsewhere. This pattern of supply-driven demand holds true regarding the availability and use of specialists.

If increased hospitalization led to healthier patients, buying more beds might be a sound investment. Unfortunately, however, patients in communities with higher hospitalization rates and more visits to specialists are ultimately no healthier, and as a result, residents in some regions of California are hospitalized more often than is medically warranted, increasing the cost of care.

The estimated cost for chronically ill Medicare patients, and significantly higher if all patients were included. This oversupply, reinforced by skewed payment incentives from insurance companies and Medicare, measurably alters the way that physicians practice medicine, encouraging them to order more tests and hospitalize patients more often even though evidence shows that the additional treatment does not improve patient health.

The cost of these treatments that provide no benefit to patients totals at least $700 million per year in California.
More Isn’t Always Better: Higher Spending Regions Have Worse Outcomes

More spending on health care does not necessarily result in better outcomes. In fact, patients who live in regions with above-average spending appear to receive worse care.

In areas of the country with high per capita health care spending, patients have more appointments with physicians and see a larger number of doctors—yet, on average, the quality of their care is worse, not better. Because patients see more doctors, no single physician is clearly in charge of their care and as a result some basic elements of good care are overlooked. Researchers at the Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice have found that patients in high-spending regions receive less of the care that has been proven to be valuable—such as treatment for high blood pressure, medication to reduce the risk of death for heart attack patients, and screening for colorectal cancer—than patients in low-spending regions.

Length of life studies provide another indicator that high-spending regions are not improving health outcomes. Dartmouth researchers who study the variation in medical spending and outcomes around the nation examined the health of patients in high-cost areas. They found that patients who fractured a hip, had surgery for colon cancer, or suffered a heart attack in regions with more health care resources and spending were more likely to die in the five years after the onset of their problem.

For patients treated at academic hospitals in high-spending regions, those who had fractured a hip were 1.9 percent more likely to die than their counterparts in low-spending regions, and colon cancer and heart attack patients were both 5.2 percent more likely to die. The data are adjusted for differences in patient health. By focusing on patients with discrete conditions at the end of life and by correcting for differences in patient health, the researchers were able to avoid systematic biases such as variation in the sickness of patients in one region versus another.

One explanation for this phenomenon is that patients who are hospitalized for longer, treated by more specialists, and receive more tests are also exposed to more medical mishaps. These mishaps, which include prescribing mistakes and hospital-acquired infections, can be fatal. Americans suffer through approximately 1.5 million preventable adverse drug events each year, and between 44,000 and 98,000 Americans die from medical errors annually.

This high-cost care can’t even be justified as increasing patient satisfaction. Patients in high-spending regions aren’t any happier with their care than patients in low-cost regions. In fact, the fragmented care that patients in high-cost areas receive often leaves them less satisfied.

The Extent of Supply-Driven Demand

Despite the fact that patients are no healthier in communities where they spend more days in the hospital and make more trips to the doctor, supply-driven demand is common in the United States.

Treatment protocols for some ailments—such as a broken hip—are well established (though not always followed precisely), but in treating many diseases, especially chronic diseases such as congestive heart failure and chronic lung disease, doctors have a wide range of treatment options and limited evidence as to which is the best option. The United States spends relatively little on research to determine the efficacy of various courses of medical treatment. As a result, there are no hard and fast guidelines as to when these patients should be hospitalized, see a specialist, or return for a follow-up visit. When specialists and hospital beds are readily available,
a physician is more likely to order extra testing or more days in the hospital even if this won’t improve the patient’s health.

The extent of supply-driven demand is apparent through regional differences in medical spending, hospitalization rates, and doctor visits. Medicare spends $40,000 on health care in the last two years of life for the average patient with chronic illness living in New Jersey, compared with just $27,000 for a similar patient in Minnesota. Within California, Medicare pays some hospitals four times more than others for treatment of chronically ill individuals in the last two years of life. This difference in total spending is driven more by the amount of care provided to patients than by the cost of each unit of care. The cost for a single visit to the doctor or a day in the hospital is higher in some regions than in others, but total spending is influenced more by how many doctor appointments patients have and how many days they spend in the hospital.

High-spending regions have 32 percent more hospital beds and, as a result, patients are more often hospitalized for chronic conditions. John Wennberg, Elliott Fisher and other researchers at Dartmouth’s Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice have studied regional variations in the delivery of medical care since the 1970s and conclude that “more than half of the variation in hospitalization rates for medical (non-surgical) conditions is associated with bed capacity.”

The regions where Medicare spends the most money not only have more hospital beds but also 31 percent more doctors. Many of those additional doctors are specialists who are able to charge more per visit than primary care physicians, raising the overall cost of care.

Patients in regions with higher spending see more doctors: they go to primary care physicians three times as frequently and visit specialists six times as often. The availability of appointments with a cardiologist, for example, often determines how frequently a patient with congestive heart failure will have follow-up appointments, rather than following from established best-practices. Doctors typically fill their appointment books, so if a doctor has fewer

---

**Figure 3. Relationship Between the Number of Cardiologists and Number of Visits per Medicare Patient to Cardiologists for 306 Hospital Referral Regions**

![Figure 3. Relationship Between the Number of Cardiologists and Number of Visits per Medicare Patient to Cardiologists for 306 Hospital Referral Regions](image-url)
patients because there is a high supply of cardiologists in a region, each patient will see the doctor more often. In total, Medicare patients in their last six months of life who live in high-spending regions have an average of 41 more doctor visits over this period than patients in the lowest spending regions. Despite this additional care, neither patient health nor satisfaction is greater in high-spending and high-treatment regions.

**Skewed Incentives: Forces Behind Supply-Driven Demand**

There are three key forces that allow supply to drive demand. First, in the absence of good data about what helps and what doesn’t, well-intentioned doctors order extra tests and procedures and more time in the hospital, even when there is no evidence that indicates it will improve patient health. Second, fee-for-service payments to physicians and hospitals encourage more treatment, in contrast to payment based on providing effective care. Finally, payment rates disproportionately reward doctors for performing more invasive procedures. Adding to the problem, these factors are mutually reinforcing.

Well-meaning physicians often want to offer all the care at their disposal to ailing patients. If hospital beds are widely available, physicians are more likely to hospitalize a patient. Once the patient is in the hospital, it becomes easier for specialists to order extra tests and procedures, exposing the patient to more risks and potential errors, such as hospital-acquired infections and allergic reactions to drugs. And as more doctors become involved, the patient’s care becomes more fragmented, with no single person in charge of the patient’s overall well-being. Different physicians may prescribe drugs that should not be taken at the same time, poor communication may result in the patient having the same test performed twice, or the patient may be less likely to receive preventive care.

The second factor is the “fee-for-service” payment system that Medicare and many private health insurance companies use, in which health care providers receive payment for each visit with a patient, each test ordered, and each procedure performed. Payment is not based on whether a given service is needed or how well the patient is cared for overall, but on how much care the patient receives. Thus, the fee-for-service payment structure reinforces physicians’ well-intended inclination to provide more care.

A separate problem is that the reimbursement schedule established by Medicare and followed by many insurance companies places a higher value on procedures than on consultation, even if consultation is more useful to patient health. Patient education is crucial to helping patients avoid later complications, especially for patients with diabetes or other chronic conditions, and primary care physicians are in the best position to inform patients. However, primary care physicians receive a lower reimbursement for the time they spend with a patient than do specialists.

In response to the incentives created by fee-for-service payment and by the higher reimbursement rate provided to some types of care, hospitals and physician groups have made capital investments that allow them to earn the most money. These investments lock hospitals and physician groups into certain treatment patterns and reduce their ability to change their behavior. For example, hospitals have added large numbers of beds with the understanding that Medicare and private insurance companies will pay for extensive hospitalizations. To ensure that their revenue remains high enough to cover the cost of this new capacity, hospitals must attract enough patients for adequately long stays, even if they recognize that reducing hospitalizations would improve patient health.
Medical school students also respond to the skewed incentives created by the current fee-for-service system. Because specialists are better paid than primary care physicians, more doctors-in-training are choosing to enter a specialty rather than general practice. Rising educational debt among medical school graduates also pushes them to enter specialties. This ultimately increases the supply of physicians who provide more expensive care.

Examples of Supply-Driven Demand in California

California is not immune to the effects of supply-driven demand. These effects are visible in the treatment of a variety of patient populations. In California, spending varies widely for Medicare patients in their last two years of life, as well as for patients who might need to be admitted to an intensive-care unit, depending on where in the state they live. However, patients treated in high-spending regions and facilities do not live longer or have better outcomes.

Medicare Patients in Their Final Years of Life

Medicare spends far more money to treat patients in some regions of California than in others. Dr. John Wennberg, Dr. Elliott Fisher and their colleagues at Dartmouth’s Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice examined the health treatment records of California Medicare patients who suffered from at least one chronic illness during their last two years of life.

Dr. Wennberg and his collaborators found that:

- Medicare spent 67 percent more for inpatient hospital care for patients in the Los Angeles region than for patients in Sacramento and 20 percent more than in San Francisco, the next highest spending region from 1999 to 2003 (see Table 3).
- Medicare spent $90,000 per patient at some hospitals, but less than $20,000 per patient at others.
- The high spending regions were also the areas with the most hospitals, most specialists, and most intensive care beds.

Because the Dartmouth researchers included only those hospitals in which at least 400 patients died during the 1999 to 2003 study period, the variation in spending by region and by hospital is not the result of a few exceptionally sick patients. Nor is it fully explained by the higher cost for a day in the hospital or a physician’s visit in some areas. For example, two-thirds of the spending difference between individual hospitals is due to variations in the number of days that patients were hospitalized.

Table 3. Medicare Hospital Spending per California Patient in Last Two Years of Life

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selected Hospital Regions</th>
<th>Medicare Hospital Spending per Patient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>$43,506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>$36,279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Jose</td>
<td>$34,174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County</td>
<td>$31,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>$30,227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento</td>
<td>$26,048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State average</td>
<td>$33,404</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Dartmouth researchers concluded that the biggest factor driving up spending in high-cost regions is the delivery of more medical care to patients. Dr. Wennberg’s
analysis of the data shows that, in their last six months of life, patients in high-cost regions such as Los Angeles:

- had 2.3 times more visits to doctors than did patients in Sacramento,

- spent more than twice as long in intensive care, and

- were hospitalized 1.6 times longer (see Figure 4).\(^\text{56}\)

Higher daily or per-visit charges in high-cost regions played only a small role in raising costs.\(^\text{57}\)

This increased spending does not necessarily improve outcomes. Hospitals in the high-spending Los Angeles region perform worse on measures of care for chronic conditions: they are less likely to provide recommended care for patients suffering from heart disease, congestive heart failure, or pneumonia than are hospitals in the far less expensive Sacramento region.\(^\text{59}\) These simple, recommended measures—such as giving aspirin to heart attack patients, treating pneumonia patients with antibiotics within six hours of arriving at the hospital, and offering smoking cessation counseling—are inexpensive, proven ways to improve patient outcomes.\(^\text{60}\)

High-spending hospitals provide plenty of expensive care, but too often fail to give patients the less costly care that is known to improve health.

Furthermore, patients treated in high-cost hospitals were less satisfied with their care. Patients who were surveyed about their hospitalization experience rated 57 percent of Los Angeles area hospitals as below the state average and only 7 percent as above average. In Sacramento, patients rated just 13 percent of hospitals as below average and 25 percent as above average.\(^\text{61}\)

---

**Figure 4. Amount of Health Care for Medicare Patients in Their Last Six Months of Life, by California Hospital Region, 1999-2003\(^\text{58}\)**
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The variation in the treatment of chronically ill Medicare patients revealed by Dr. Wennberg and his Dartmouth colleagues holds true for other patient groups. Regardless of a patient’s age or insurance type, some hospitals in California admit patients with chronic illness more readily even when there is no clear evidence that hospitalization results in a better outcome.

Dr. Laurence Baker, a professor at Stanford, collaborated with Dr. Wennberg and Dr. Fisher at Dartmouth to compare the care and treatment of Medicare patients to chronically ill patients who were younger and had different insurance. Dr. Baker found that hospitals treated each group similarly in terms of admissions: hospitals that most frequently admitted Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) patients even when admission was not medically necessary had high admission rates for other patient groups.

Dr. Baker and his co-authors identify the number of hospital beds as a likely explanation for why some regions spend far more money caring for patients than others.

The implication of Dr. Baker’s findings is that the widespread variation in care observed for Medicare patients holds true for other patient populations. Thus, there are opportunities for savings by changing how high-cost hospitals treat all patients, beyond just those with Medicare.

Patients in Intensive Care

Just as having more hospital beds in a region results in more and longer hospitalizations with no improvement in outcome, a greater supply of intensive-care beds may increase the rate at which patients are placed in intensive care. An analysis by the California Health Care Foundation of intensive care use in California hospitals shows no relationship between how long patients are in the critical care unit and how sick they are to begin with. Reducing unwarranted use of intensive care beds would save millions of dollars in California.

The variation in intensive care use for Medicare patients at the end of life prompted the California Health Care Foundation to ask about variation in critical care use for other patients. Researchers calculated how long patients should remain in intensive care for a variety of illnesses and estimated, on average, that physicians and hospitals keep patients in intensive care 24 percent longer than likely is needed. The average length of stay in critical care was four days, but that figure masks the variation between hospitals. One hospital in the study kept patients in intensive care for an average of 13 days in 2004, while another averaged just one day.

If all hospitals were to reduce their use of the critical care unit and drop the state average length of stay from 3.9 days to 3.5 days, California hospitals would save $356 million in capital costs by reducing the need to build new critical care beds and $159 million in annual operating cost savings from moving patients to lower-cost beds within the hospital. Such a move would also free up nursing staff hours because patients in intensive care require more nursing attention than do patients in other beds.

Estimate of Total Supply-Driven Spending

Data compiled by researchers at Dartmouth’s Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice can be analyzed to create an estimate of how much money would be saved by improving the performance of higher-spending hospitals across California so that they provide the same efficiency of care to chronically ill Medicare patients as hospitals in Sacramento. If
all such patients in their last two years of life received the same level of hospital and physician care as patients in Sacramento, the state would save more than $700 million per year, even after factoring in higher costs per physician visit or day in the hospital in some parts of the state.67

The true potential savings in California are far higher than $700 million, however, because all patients, not just those who are chronically ill and on Medicare, suffer from supply-driven spending. The study by Dr. Baker shows that care for chronically ill younger patients may be improved by reducing hospitalizations and thus potential cost savings can be obtained by improving care for patients other than Medicare patients. The research by the California Health Care Foundation on the use of intensive care beds further indicates the potential for obtaining cost savings from other areas of health care.68 A statewide change for all patients to reduce spending on health care that does not improve patient health would produce savings well beyond $700 million.

Discussion: Reducing Supply-Driven Spending Without “Rationing”

Supply-driven demand is a problem that is deeply ingrained in California’s health care system, and solving this problem will not happen quickly. Californians may not relish invasive procedures, time spent in the intensive care unit or visits with dozens of specialists. But, they want to know that their doctors have the freedom to be innovative when necessary and that needed resources will be available to them. Reforms are necessary to keep rising costs under control—and improve Californians’ health.

Reducing overtreatment will require California to consider reforms that go beyond simple “cost-containment.” Specifically, some of the changes to the health care system that the state needs to pursue include:

• **Studying what works and what doesn’t:** The United States spends few resources on evaluating which courses of treatment provide the best results. States such as Oregon have launched initiatives to review prescription drugs for their effectiveness; similar initiatives should be launched to evaluate the efficacy of other types of medical treatment, particularly for chronic disease.

• **Ensuring that patients receive basic care:** There are a host of low-cost, high-benefit treatments that, despite their effectiveness, are not made universally available to Californians with chronic disease, such as basic tests to monitor how well a patient’s diabetes is controlled or weight-management counseling for obese patients. Health care reform should ensure that patients receive basic, tested methods of care.

• **Educating patients to help them make the right decisions:** Patients often have limited access to reliable, verifiable information allowing them to evaluate the costs and benefits of various medical treatments—and even less information about which physicians and hospitals are likely to deliver the most effective care. California should expand the amount of information provided to patients to evaluate doctors and hospitals and consider promotion of “shared decision-making,” in which patients are given detailed information about treatment options and empowered
to make decisions about their medical care. Typically, when patients are more involved in treatment decisions and better understand the benefit and risks of their options, they prefer less intensive care, thus reducing costs. Patients tend to be more satisfied with their care when they have a greater decision-making role.

• **Providing the right incentives:** Health care reforms should reward doctors and hospitals for providing the type of care that improves patients’ health—not simply for providing more medical care. Incentives can be revised by adjusting reimbursement rates within existing fee-for-service systems or by moving away from fee-for-service altogether.

These are not the only steps that California will need to pursue, but they are among the first the state should undertake as it begins to pursue the long-term reforms that will address the problem of supply-driven demand.
Excessive Administrative Expenses Drive Up Costs

Estimated cost in California: $9 billion annually, or more than 5 percent of total health care costs.

Some administrative spending is essential to the delivery of health care, but a large portion of administrative costs pays for billing and other insurance-related activities that have little bearing on the quality of health care that a patient receives.

Types of Administrative Costs

Useful and valuable administrative costs include keeping patient records and analyzing the care that patients receive to assess its quality and uncover medical errors that could harm patients. They also can include general management activities such as hiring and supervising staff who keep a medical practice operating smoothly, collect payments, and maintain technology.

Greater spending on this type of administrative expense can improve patient care. For example, investing in better computer systems can allow a hospital to keep all patient records electronically, limiting medical errors and allowing for easier evaluation of patient care. While this may raise administrative costs, it has the potential to improve patient health.

Too often, however, higher administrative costs do not result in better care.

Billing Complexity

For doctors to be paid, doctors’ offices need to send a bill to an insurance company and to record when reimbursement comes through; unfortunately, the complexity of billing and insurance requirements can turn this relatively simple task into an expensive maze. A single insurance company may offer dozens of insurance plans that cover different procedures at different reimbursement levels and require different co-payments from patients. To receive payment, the physician’s office must correctly code the service provided to the patient and bill the appropriate level of insurance. Complex billing systems do not add to the quality of care that the patient receives, but increase costs as physicians, hospitals and insurers have to hire more billing specialists.
Duplicative Credentialing and Complex Contracts
Other administrative requirements have the potential to be helpful in delivering quality health care, but poor design inflates their cost. Insurance companies want to ensure that doctors covered by an insurance plan are capable of providing high-quality care. To this end, insurance companies require physicians to submit information on their credentials before the insurance plan will cover their services. With few exceptions, every insurance plan asks for slightly different information, requires physicians to submit their credentials in a different format, and requests updated information every few years. Similarly, hospitals want to ensure that only physicians of skill and good training have admission privileges and thus require physicians to submit hospital-specific credential-review applications.

The Medical Group Management Association, an organization that helps physicians deal with the administrative complexities of practicing medicine, surveyed physicians’ group practices to learn more about credentialing demands. The survey found that, on average, each physician had to submit 17 credentialing applications annually to insurance companies, hospitals, and other health care facilities, and that completing each application required nearly 90 minutes of staff time.

The organization estimated that the United States spends $2.15 billion every year as every hospital and health insurance company verifies the credentials of the physicians it works with, even if those physicians’ credentials have been verified by the hospital next door. If this duplicative credentialing were eliminated, the United States would save $1.95 billion annually.

Similarly, standardizing contracts between physicians and health insurance companies would save $620 million per year nationally.

Estimate of Total Administrative Waste
Dr. James Kahn at the University of California, San Francisco, and three colleagues conducted a detailed study of the elements of administrative costs for insurers, hospitals, and doctors’ offices in California.

They analyzed the portion of administrative costs dedicated to billing and insurance-related activities rather than to oversight and management, which can directly improve patient care. The researchers studied hospitals, public and private insurance carriers, and physicians’ offices of different sizes and specialties to determine the amount of time spent on administrative tasks that do not improve care. At insurance companies, for example, billing and insurance-related costs included all claims payment processing, sales, marketing, finance and underwriting. The costs incurred in reviewing the credentials of doctors, providing customer service, maintaining computer systems, and reviewing cases were counted partially as billing and insurance-related and partially as quality of care issues.

All health care providers and insurance companies spend a substantial amount of time and money on insurance and billing-related functions.

- At physician offices, more than half of administrative costs are for billing and insurance-related costs, or 14 percent of offices’ total revenues.
- Hospitals spent the smallest percent of revenues on billing and insurance-related activities. Estimates for hospitals ranged from 7 to 11 percent of total revenues.
- Billing and insurance-related activities comprise 85 percent of internal administrative costs for commercial insurance plans, equal to 8 percent of total health care premiums.
Dr. Kahn and his co-authors concluded that billing and insurance-related costs represent 20 to 22 percent of privately insured spending in hospitals and for physician care in California (see Figure 5).\textsuperscript{73}

The authors of this study did not translate their estimates to actual dollar amounts. Using national figures on spending by private insurance and total California spending in hospitals and physicians’ offices reveals that billing and insurance-related functions consume $9 billion to $9.9 billion in California.\textsuperscript{75} That is 5.4 to 5.9 percent of total health care spending in California.

Not all this billing and insurance-related administrative spending can be eliminated. However, administrative spending that does not improve patient health clearly can be reduced far below current levels.

Discussion: Reducing Administrative Expenses

California should take several immediate steps to reduce administrative expenses.

- Health insurers should develop standardized systems for billing and insurance payment that reduce administrative burdens on both insurers and physicians. The state could offer financial incentives to health care providers who participate in a standard system, could make participation a requirement for insurers who provide health care coverage to state employees, or could simply mandate adoption of a system.

- Widespread adoption of electronic medical record systems, especially if they are compatible between different hospitals and physicians’ offices, can simplify billing and facilitate information sharing among providers. Easier sharing of information can help doctors to make better-informed diagnoses and recommendations, and reduce duplicative efforts.

- California should also cap insurers’ administrative expenditures to a certain percentage of premium dollars, to ensure that Californians’ premium payments are going to health care, not administrative waste. Limiting how much money insurers can spend on administration would create an incentive for them to become more efficient and simplify their interactions with physicians and hospitals.

Figure 5. Spending by Private Insurers in California on Billing and Insurance-Related Costs Compared to Total Hospital and Physician Care\textsuperscript{74}
A Growing Administrative Expense:
Advertising by Physicians and Hospitals

For decades, neither hospitals nor physicians advertised their services. The American Medical Association banned advertising by its members for most of the 20th century. After the AMA lifted its ban in the 1980s and the Federal Trade Commission encouraged advertising by health care providers, doctors began to advertise their services. While in 1982, fewer than 5 percent of doctors who weren’t employed by the federal government advertised, just five years later 20 percent did so.76

Researchers at the time predicted that advertising would continue to grow as physicians faced increasing competitive pressures as the supply of doctors grew faster than population. A recent article provides anecdotal evidence to support this. A 2006 article in the Journal of the American College of Radiology notes that “radiology professionals are facing unprecedented competition, turf battles, and other pressures” and suggests that for “help in meeting this onslaught” doctors should improve their marketing efforts.77 None of the reasons laid out in the article for why radiologists should advertise have anything to do with improving patient health, but rather focus on boosting physicians’ revenue.

Detailed analysis of advertising by doctors has not revealed a clear improvement in patient health. Researchers who examined advertising by physicians in the 1980s studied how that changed the price of health care. They concluded that increased advertising was correlated with higher prices: doctors who advertised charged more for their services.78

Hospitals were slower than physicians to begin advertising, but when they did, it was to increase revenue, not improve patient care.

An article titled “Marketing’s Promise for Hospitals,” written in 1986, before advertising by hospitals was common, explained to hospital administrators why they should consider a marketing campaign for their facility.79 The first three “typical problems of hospital marketing” that the article suggested could be addressed “through adoption of a comprehensive marketing strategy” were all problems that result in lower revenues for the hospital. They included a “falling number of patient admissions, shorter hospital stays, [and] underutilization of certain medical departments (for example, maternity).” Correcting them with a marketing campaign as suggested by the article would increase the number of paying patients, but not inherently improve health care.

Hospital advertising accelerated in the 1990s. In 1995, 36 percent of the 5,000 acute care hospitals in the United States advertised.80 By 1998, 50 percent of hospitals advertised. Average spending also increased, rising from $79,000 in 1995 to $123,000 in 1998. The trend has continued. Over a five-year period in the 2000s, hospitals, clinics and medical centers nearly doubled their advertising.81
Prescription Drug Marketing Is Misleading and Increases the Cost of Drugs

Estimated cost in California: at least $2.5 billion annually.

Heavy marketing of prescription drugs raises health care costs and fails to improve patient health. Pharmaceutical marketing encourages patients to take drugs that cost them more and that often are riskier than alternative medications. In some cases, it encourages use of drugs that patients just don’t need.

Spending on prescription drugs rose faster from 1997 to 2005 than any other component of health care spending in the United States. Much of the increase in prescription drug spending is driven by just a few drugs. In 2000, half of the national increase in drug spending was the result of purchases of just 34 drugs (0.3 percent of the 9,482 drugs on the market).

Pharmaceutical companies spent more than three times as much money marketing drugs to consumers in 2005 as they did just eight years earlier. The amount of marketing to physicians rose more slowly—though still increasing more than 50 percent—but the total cost of promoting drugs to physicians was nearly twice that of direct-to-consumer advertising (see Table 4).

Table 4. Drug Company Spending (billions of 2005 dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1997</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct to consumer ads</td>
<td>$1.34</td>
<td>$4.20</td>
<td>213%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion to physicians</td>
<td>$4.75</td>
<td>$7.20</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail value of free samples</td>
<td>$7.30</td>
<td>$15.90</td>
<td>118%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R+D</td>
<td>$18.86</td>
<td>$31.40</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Marketing to Consumers

Pharmaceutical companies advertise drugs on TV, in magazines and in newspapers, but there is no evidence that direct-to-consumer (DTC) ads improve health outcomes.
**Increased Drug Sales Can Harm Patients’ Health**

Increased spending on prescription drugs might not be a problem if it reliably improved patient health, but it does not. Direct-to-consumer drug advertising can encourage the wrong treatment, can lead to overuse of medication that raises risk but provides no benefit, and promotes the use of newer and unproven medications.

**DTC Ads Can Lead to the Wrong Treatment**

Physicians strive to respond to patient requests and ensure that the patient is in charge of his or her health care. However, doctors often have misgivings about writing a prescription requested by patients.

Consumers are not very well informed by whatever they learn from pharmaceutical marketing. Drug ads—from brief TV commercials to glossy magazine ads to the fine print of those ads—are not designed to allow consumers to understand the risks of drugs and to thoughtfully evaluate their options.

Kimberly Kaphingst at the Harvard School of Public Health and William De Jong at the Boston University School of Health looked at a sample of DTC ads to evaluate how well they communicated the risk of drugs. They found that DTC ads on television glossed over risks: the ads blazed through the dangers of the advertised drug, presenting them 30 percent more quickly than the benefits. For patients to understand printed material with details about drugs—such as the densely printed fine print that appears on the second page of drug ads in magazines—Kaphingst and De Jong concluded that consumers would need a college-level reading ability rather than the eighth-grade reading level that is recommended for documents targeting the general public.

Doctors recognize that DTC ads leave consumers ill-informed and as a result are often uncomfortable writing prescriptions requested by patients. In a study published in the Canadian Medical Association Journal, Dr. Barbara Mintzes and colleagues reported the results of a survey that asked doctors about their confidence that each new prescription they wrote for patients was the right choice. When physicians wrote a prescription in response to a patient request, the doctor was reluctant about it being the right choice in 50 percent of cases. In contrast, when the physician initiated the prescription, the doctor expressed hesitation about the prescription only 12 percent of the time.

Even the pharmaceutical industry recognizes that DTC ads may lead to inappropriate treatment. In the 1980s, pharmaceutical companies opposed the use of DTC ads because they raised “a very real possibility of causing harm to patients who may respond to advertisements by pressuring physicians to prescribe medications that may not be required.”

**DTC Ads Can Cause Overprescribing**

Ads aimed at consumers can easily lead to patients taking prescription medications that are not appropriate for their condition or that carry excessive, poorly understood risks.

The problem of overprescribing is two-fold. First, prescribing a drug that offers no benefit to the patient fails to improve patient health but raises health care costs. Second, all drugs have side effects. Giving a prescription to a patient who does not clearly need it exposes the patient to the potential negative effects of the drug—from sexual dysfunction to an increased risk of suicide, in the case of antidepressants—without offering any benefit. Because the drawbacks of medication are not well explained in DTC ads, the treatment of minor conditions with medication may expose patients to potential harms of which they are not aware and that are far out of proportion to the potential benefit.

Dr. Richard Kravitz at the University of
California, Davis, and colleagues crafted a randomized controlled trial to better understand how DTC ads affect treatment.\textsuperscript{92} Using a standard research technique, the researchers hired actors and trained them to play the part of either a depressed patient or a patient with adjustment disorder, which is less pronounced than depression and for which medication is not a recommended treatment. The actors made appointments with doctors who had agreed to participate in the study and, after explaining their symptoms, either requested medication, asked for a specific drug, or made no request at all.

Dr. Kravitz and his co-authors found that physicians’ prescribing behavior was heavily influenced by patient requests, frequently leading to inappropriate treatment.

- Patients who mimicked symptoms of adjustment disorder often received a prescription, even though there is no evidence to suggest that antidepressants are appropriate for patients with adjustment disorder.\textsuperscript{93}

- Fifty-five percent of these patients who requested an antidepressant by name received a prescription, versus 39 percent of those who asked for medication in general and 10 percent of those who didn’t ask for medication.\textsuperscript{94}

For patients presenting symptoms of depression, asking for medication improved their care. Ninety percent of these patients who requested medication by brand name received minimally acceptable care, compared to 98 percent of patients with depression who made a generic request for medication, suggesting than an educational campaign urging viewers to seek treatment for depression could very well be more effective than pharmaceutical-driven ads. Fifty-six percent of patients who did not request medication at all received a prescription.\textsuperscript{95}

While requests made by depressed patients in this study resulted in better care, this improved care was obtained at the expense of increased prescribing for patients who don’t need medication.\textsuperscript{96} There are other ways of improving care for depressed patients that do not hold the same dangers of overprescribing—such as educational campaigns about depression that do not mention any particular prescription drug or greater outreach to physicians to improve their diagnosis and treatment of depressed patients.

**DTC Ads Promote the Use of Newer, More Expensive, Less-Tested Drugs**

Pharmaceutical companies undertake multi-million dollar marketing campaigns with extensive DTC advertising for new drugs to promote rapid and widespread prescribing, and to maximize profits before the company’s patent expires. Often, these new drugs provide no additional benefit but impose greater risks on patients. Unlike medications that have been on the market for years and used by many patients, new drugs have been tested on only a few hundred or a few thousand patients, in controlled studies that might have been only a few months long.\textsuperscript{97} As a result, the complete side effects of the drug are not known when millions of patients begin taking the medication.

Numerous drugs have rapidly achieved widespread use shortly after their introduction, thanks to heavy marketing, only to be withdrawn later because of side effects that became apparent once more patients took the drug.

In the late 1990s, five drugs were withdrawn from the market because of side effects.\textsuperscript{98} The drugs—including the allergy medicine Seldane, the anti-inflammatory Duract, and the diet drug combination fen-phen—offered modest benefits for non-life-threatening problems but included...
horrific side effects. Duract caused liver failure, Seldane caused cardiac problems, and the drugs in fen-phen damaged heart valves. Yet, by the time that these drugs were withdrawn from the market, nearly 10 percent of the U.S. population had been exposed to one of them. Duract and Seldane had been heavily marketed directly to consumers.

More recently, the pain medicines Vioxx and Celebrex were heavily promoted and rapidly achieved widespread use before fatal cardiac problems were revealed. Celebrex and Vioxx are no better at reducing pain and inflammation than are over-the-counter drugs, yet millions of patients were prescribed these medicines, thanks to heavy marketing. (Sales were also helped by the fact that Merck suppressed early clinical data about the increased risk of heart attacks in patients taking Vioxx.)

In 2000, nearly 10 percent of the increase in national prescription drug costs stemmed from sales of Vioxx and Celebrex. Over a five year period, 25 million Americans took Vioxx—roughly 10 percent of the population—and more than 50,000 may have died from it. Slower introduction of these new drugs could have spared thousands of patients’ lives. Direct-to-consumer marketing of Vioxx and Celebrex helped to drive their rapid and widespread use.

Direct-to-Consumer Marketing Is Common
Though it does not improve patient health, direct-to-consumer marketing of prescription drugs is widespread in the United States. A survey of patients in Sacramento in 2001 showed that 69 percent recalled having seen DTC ads for six or more medicines. The most commonly recalled ads were for Viagra, Claritin, Prozac, Zyban (a pill to help smokers quit smoking) and Propecia (which treats male pattern hair loss).

Most direct-to-consumer drug advertising promotes just a few medicines: 50 percent of DTC advertising dollars in 2005 were spent on just 20 drugs. Those drugs generally were for the treatment of chronic conditions—high cholesterol, asthma, and allergies—that require patients to take medication every day for months, if not years. Long-term prescriptions mean greater profits for pharmaceutical companies.

Consumers and, in turn, their physicians, are responsive to this advertising. DTC ads change patient and doctor behavior and lead to billions more in spending on prescription drugs.

DTC Advertising Increases Drug Sales
Marketing drugs to consumers is a direct path to increasing drug sales.

In response to ads, patients regularly ask their doctors for a specific drug or for a prescription to treat a problem they learned about through ads. The extent of this is apparent in data collected on patients in the United States versus in Canada, where DTC advertising is not allowed. Barbara Mintzes at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, worked with other researchers to survey patients in Sacramento and Vancouver, Canada. The researchers found that patients in Sacramento asked their doctor for medication twice as often as patients in Vancouver.

Physicians are responsive to patient requests for medication: patients who request a drug typically receive a prescription, either for the medicine they sought or for another. For example, doctors in Sacramento wrote prescriptions for 80 percent of patients who requested medication. In that same study, patients who requested a drug advertised directly to consumers were nearly 17 times more likely to receive a prescription for some medication than were patients who did not request a prescription at all. Overall, the Government Accountability Office, in a study of DTC ads, estimates that between 2 and 7
percent of consumers who saw DTC advertising requested and ultimately received a prescription for the advertised drug.\textsuperscript{108} The end result of how consumers respond to DTC ads and how physicians respond to patient requests is that pharmaceutical companies earn an additional $2.20 in sales for every $1 spent on DTC ads.\textsuperscript{109} From the perspective of a drug manufacturer, DTC ads are effective at increasing sales and profits. However, from a broader perspective, DTC ads raise health care costs without improving patient health.

Marketing to Physicians
As significant as the effects of direct-to-consumer marketing are, studies have shown that physicians’ prescribing habits appear to change more in response to visits from drug company representatives, ads in medical journals, and other approaches that directly target doctors than from patient requests motivated by DTC advertising.\textsuperscript{110} In 2005, pharmaceutical companies spent 70 percent more money marketing their drugs to doctors than to consumers.\textsuperscript{111} Including the retail value of free samples that companies provide to doctors places the cost of marketing to physicians at 5.5 times more than the industry’s spending on DTC advertising.\textsuperscript{112} Overall, drug companies spend $8,000 to $15,000 on marketing for every doctor in the United States.\textsuperscript{113}

Drug companies market their products to doctors by providing free meals to doctors and their staff, paying for doctors to attend conferences or continuing medical education events, paying speaking fees to doctors, placing ads in medical journals, and hiring thousands of marketing staff to visit physicians’ offices to meet with doctors and deliver drug samples. The number of marketing staff who make these “detail” calls to physicians grew dramatically in the late 1990s, from 42,000 in 1996 to 90,000 in 2001.\textsuperscript{114} That means that by 2001 pharmaceutical companies employed more than one detailing staffer for every five physicians.\textsuperscript{115} Drug makers also sponsor a tremendous number of other events that allow them to promote new drugs: over the course of just one year, the makers of Celebrex hosted 9,000 events for Celebrex, while Merck, which manufactured Vioxx, held 7,600 events.\textsuperscript{116}

Dr. Ashley Wazana at McGill University in Quebec analyzed the results of 29 rigorous studies of how physicians respond to the influence of pharmaceutical advertising and found numerous negative effects. The studies revealed that different marketing approaches allow pharmaceutical companies to influence different aspects of physician behavior.\textsuperscript{117} Gifts to physicians cause them to look favorably on drug company sales staff; such familiarity can make it easier for sales staff to convincingly deliver their sales pitch. Free samples, which capitalize on physicians’ instinct to help patients reduce the cost of buying medicine, increase physicians’ awareness of new drugs and the speed at which they prescribe that new drug. Manufacturer-paid travel to conferences prompts doctors to request that the hospitals where they work make the sponsor’s drug available, which then alters prescribing patterns by doctors throughout the hospital.

Overall, Dr. Wazana concluded that doctors with the most interaction with drug companies:

- wrote more prescriptions overall;
- wrote fewer prescriptions for generic drugs and more prescriptions for newer, more expensive drugs that were no better;
- were less likely to be able to identify false claims about drugs;
• had increased “awareness, preference and rapid prescribing of new drugs;”

• were more likely to ask that hospitals make available drugs with no real advantage over those already available.\(^{118}\)

As a result, pharmaceutical companies earn a significant return on money they spend marketing drugs directly to physicians, and that return increased steadily during the 1990s. Professor Dick Wittink at Yale has estimated that every dollar that pharmaceutical companies spent on staff who visited physicians’ offices earned the company $11.60 in additional sales.\(^{119}\) Journal ads increased sales by $12.20 for every dollar spent.

This high return on investment creates a tremendous financial incentive for companies to push their products, raising health care spending without improving patient health.

**Marketing Drugs to Physicians Does Not Improve Patient Outcomes**

**Information Provided by Drug Companies Is Often Wrong**

Information provided by drug companies misleads doctors about the value and risk of various products, harming physicians’ ability to select the best drug for a patient.

An examination of the statements made by drug company marketing staff when talking to doctors revealed that 10 percent of statements were wrong and that every mistake placed the company’s drug in a more favorable light.\(^{120}\) Dr. Michael Sernyak and Dr. Robert Rosenheck of the Department of Veterans Affairs and Yale University surveyed psychiatrists who work at Veterans Affairs medical centers about the accuracy of statements made by drug company representatives. After analyzing the survey results, Dr. Sernyak and Dr. Rosenheck concluded that “many assertions made by drug company representatives are inconsistent with prescribing information approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.”\(^{121}\)

Unfortunately, physicians rely on information provided by pharmaceutical marketing staff. A national survey of physicians revealed that 74 percent thought that the information provided by marketing staff of pharmaceutical companies was “very” or “somewhat” useful.\(^{122}\) An even higher percentage (81 percent) rated the information as “very” or “somewhat” accurate.

**Drug Samples Encourage Physicians to Prescribe the Wrong Drugs**

Free drug samples provided to doctors by pharmaceutical companies often prompt physicians to prescribe a drug other than the one they think would be best for treating the patient, and ultimately increase the amount of money that patients pay for medication.

Dr. Lisa Chew and colleagues at the University of Washington surveyed physicians about their prescription drug choices in several scenarios. They concluded that when doctors have free drug samples available to give to patients, physicians hand out those samples and “subsequently prescribe drugs that differ from their preferred drug choice.”\(^{123}\) The researchers discovered that this occurred even when the doctor knew that the patient was insured and therefore the cost of the prescription was less of a concern.\(^{124}\) When physicians were asked why they chose to give out free samples, the fourth most common reason given—not the first reason—was their knowledge that the free medicine was effective.\(^{125}\)

While free samples may save patients from paying for the first few doses of a medication, in the long run, research by Dr. G. Caleb Alexander at the University of Chicago shows that free samples increase the amount of money that patients spend
Doctors typically write a prescription for the same drug as the sample drug, even though an older and cheaper drug often would be fine. When the samples run out, the patient has to buy a prescription for the more expensive drug.

**Drug Marketing Encourages Overprescribing**

Dr. Wazana at McGill University found that marketing prescription drugs to physicians causes doctors to write more prescriptions. One study in particular has found that doctors who have frequent contact with drug company representatives are less satisfied in appointments that end only with advice to the patient and no prescription. However, for some conditions, such as a viral infection, advice may be the appropriate treatment and writing a prescription is not the best choice.

**Marketing Promotes New Drugs, Which Are Riskier**

As discussed in the section on drug marketing to consumers, the risks of new drugs are not fully known when they are introduced to the market. Heavy promotion by the pharmaceutical industry, especially to physicians, leads to widespread prescribing. As a result, consumers have been exposed to multiple drugs that later have been revealed to be deadly.

**Estimate of Pharmaceutical Spending That Does Not Improve Care**

Nationally, pharmaceutical companies spent $27.7 billion marketing prescription drugs to consumers and physicians and on drug samples in 2004. Based on California’s share of national prescription drug spending, the drug industry spends approximately $2.5 billion promoting prescription medications in California each year. More than $1 billion of that is spent on marketing to consumers and physicians; the rest is in the form of free drug samples.

But the true amount of overspending on prescription drugs is higher. It includes not only the amount of money spent promoting drugs to consumers and physicians, but also the additional costs incurred in response to advertisements, such as the cost of drugs that do nothing to help a patient’s condition, the cost of using a newer drug when an older one would suffice, and the adverse effects of using new, less-tested drugs. Those costs have not been quantified here.

**Discussion: Reducing Prescription Drug Costs**

Though California cannot ban the marketing of prescription drugs, the state can take steps to limit the influence of pharmaceutical company marketing.

- California should undertake a publicly funded effort to publicize the benefits and prices of drugs to counter the information provided by pharmaceutical companies. Pennsylvania operates an Independent Drug Information Service in which physicians and researchers at Harvard Medical School evaluate drugs and create accurate, unbiased summaries. A staff of pharmacists and nurses in Pennsylvania visits selected doctors and provides impartial education about different prescription drugs.

- For any prescriptions that the state pays for directly, California should
establish an approved list of medications based on scientific studies of the effectiveness of various drugs.

- The state should establish a limit on gifts to physicians and require drug companies to disclose more information about their marketing to physicians, including gifts, free meals, speaking fees, and paid consulting arrangements.
E
ev
day, in hospitals and physicians’ offices, on insurance company desks, and through television commercials and promotional meals, billions of dollars are spent in California’s health care system without making patients healthier. Efforts at health care reform in California must address this overspending. Maintaining coverage for currently insured Californians will become increasingly difficult if the cost of care continues to rise at its historic rate. Providing care to more Californians through expanded coverage or closing gaps in insurance for patients with inadequate coverage will be even more difficult if the state does not rein in this ineffective spending.

A Tally of Unproductive Health Care Spending in California

Based on an estimate by researchers at Dartmouth’s Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice that as much as one-third of health care spending in the United States does not improve patient health, California may spend up to $55 billion each year on health care that does not help patients. For context, $55 billion is slightly less than the amount that Californians pay in state personal income tax every year and is $10 billion more than the state spends on K-12 education annually.\[131\]

In this report, we quantified how much the state spends with no benefit in three narrow areas of health care.

- Providing the same effective level of care offered in Sacramento to all chronically ill Medicare patients at the end of life statewide would save at least $700 million annually.

- Administrative overspending on billing and insurance-related functions totals at least $9 billion. While not all this expense can be eliminated, a significant amount can be cut without affecting patient health.

- The true cost of overspending on
prescription drugs includes the money spent marketing drugs to consumers and physicians, the cost of extra prescriptions, the selection of newer drugs when an older one would suffice, and the adverse effects of inappropriately prescribed or untested drugs. In this report, we estimate that the cost of advertising prescription drugs in California totals $2.5 billion, and it triggers billions more in spending on unnecessary prescriptions.\textsuperscript{12}

These estimates of how much California spends without improving patient health are conservative. More research into these areas, into the care of all patients in California rather than simply those whose care is covered by Medicare, and into other medical services would help to quantify the savings California could achieve while improving the delivery of health care.

Reducing overspending in all its forms is the first step California should take to rein in escalating health care costs and to begin to reform its health care system. Consumers who pay for their own medical care should find health care more affordable. For businesses that pay for their employees' health care, reducing overspending should lessen the competitive disadvantage of offering this benefit and encourage employers not to end it. And patients should reap the benefit of improved quality of care.
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